Chromian spinels as petrogenetic indicators: Thermodynamics and petrological applications
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ABSTRACT

A model is developed for the thermodynamic properties of chromian spinels of petrological interest. It is formulated for the simplifying assumptions that (1) cations exhibit only long-range, nonconvergent ordering between tetrahedral and octahedral sites and that (2) the vibrational Gibbs energy may be described by a Taylor expansion of only second degree for seven linearly independent variables of composition and ordering. The model is calibrated using (1) the partitioning relations of Mg and Fe between spinels and olivine, (2) the distribution coefficients for the exchange of Al and Cr between spinels and (Al,Cr)O, solid solutions, (3) the features of the miscibility gaps in chromium titanium aluminum spinels, (4) the activity composition data in the chrome-magnetite subsystem, and (5) the constraints of cation site ordering. It is consistent with the observations summarized by Sack and Ghiorso (1991) for Cr-free spinels. The calibration is achieved with the further simplifying assumption that all thermodynamic parameters corresponding to second-degree Taylor coefficients are constants independent of temperature (i.e., there are no excess vibrational entropies of mixing).

The proposed model is internally consistent with the thermodynamic data of Berman (1988) and our previous analyses of the solution properties of olivine, orthopyroxene, and rhombohedral oxides (Sack and Ghiorso, 1989; Ghiorso, 1990a). We develop a geothermometer based on the exchange of Mg and Fe between olivine and spinel that may be applied with confidence to assemblages that formed at low pressures and at temperatures between 400 and 1400 °C. We utilize this geothermometer to define equilibration temperatures for subassemblages of olivine + spinel in metamorphosed ultramafic rocks of the greenschist-amphibolite facies. Phase relations within the spinel prism [(Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr,Fe*)rOo] are calculated for temperatures over the range 500–600 °C and compare favorably with petrologic observations.

INTRODUCTION

Cr is an essential constituent of many spinels in mafic-ultramafic igneous and metamorphic rocks of the crust and upper mantle. Although they are typically only accessory phases, such spinels have been widely recognized as potentially important petrogenetic indicators (e.g., Irvine, 1965, 1967; Evans and Frost, 1975; Sack, 1982; Engi, 1983). For example, the Cr contents of homogeneous spinels provide a sensitive indicator of the degree of fractionation and of interactions between host liquids and wall rocks for the MORB-type basalts of the Lamont seamount chain (Allan et al., 1988, 1989). Chromian spinels exhibit complex patterns of chemical zoning that may be used to monitor changes in the compositions of both melt and solid phases during crystallization of basaltic liquids (e.g., El Goresy, 1976). Chromian spinels have also been utilized to track the evolution of the fluid phase during regional metamorphism of serpentinites (e.g., Hoffman and Walker, 1978). To interpret quantitatively such features, it is necessary to develop a thermodynamic model for chromian spinels.

In this paper we update and extend our analysis of the thermodynamic properties of (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe*)rOo-(Fe,Mg),TiO (Sack and Ghiorso, 1991) to Cr-bearing systems. This effort is part of an ongoing program to develop internally consistent thermodynamic data for standard state and mixing properties of the common rock-forming minerals (e.g., Berman, 1988; Sack and Ghiorso, 1989, 1991; Ghiorso, 1990a; Ghiorso and Sack, 1991). Here we calibrate a model for the thermodynamic properties of chromian spinels based upon (1) high temperature activity-composition data for FeCrO-O,FeO (Katsura et al., 1975; Petric and Jacob, 1982a), (2) experimental constraints on Cr-Al partitioning between (Al,Cr)O, and Fe(Al,Cr)O, (Al,Cr)O, and Mg(Al,Cr)O, and Na(Al,Cr)SiO, and Mg(Al,Cr)O, (Petric and Jacob, 1982b; Oka et al., 1984; Carroll Webb and Wood, 1986), (3) features of miscibility gaps in FeAlO-,FeTiO-,FeCrO, and MgAlO-MgTiO-MgCrO (Muan et al.,
The expression for the configurational entropy is deduced by substituting into the relation

$$S_{IC} = -R \sum_{t} \sum_{c} \rho_{c} X_{c} X_{c}/T \ln X_{c}/T$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

expressions that define the mole fractions of cations on sites \((X_{c})\) in terms of the composition \((X)\) and ordering \((s)\) variables. In Equation 3, \(\rho_{c}\) is the number of sites of type \(c\) per formula unit, \(X_{c}\) refers to the cation fraction of \(c\) on site \(r\), and \(R\) is the universal gas constant. Expressions for the chemical potentials of spinel components are derived from the expression for \(G\) by application of an extended form of the so-called Darken equation (Darken and Gurry, 1953; Sack, 1982; Sack et al., 1987a; Ghiorsio, 1990b)

$$\mu_{j} = \tilde{G} + \sum_{s} n_{j}(1 - X_{c})(\partial G/\partial X_{c})_{X_{c}}$$  

$$+ \sum_{s} (q_{j} - s_{c})(\partial G/\partial s_{c})_{x_{c}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \(n_{j}\) and \(q_{j}\) refer to the values of \(X_{c}\) and \(s_{c}\) respectively, in 1 mol of spinel component \(j\). The order variables are evaluated by setting the derivatives \((\partial G/\partial s_{c})\) successively equal to zero.

Thermodynamic parameters of the formulation of Sack and Ghiorsio (1991) that correspond with coefficients of the Taylor expansion are of six types: (1) vibrational Gibbs energies of end-members with inverse structural states \([G_{s}^{*}\text{FeAl}_{2}O_{4}]_{s}, [G_{s}^{*}\text{MgAl}_{2}O_{4}]_{s}, [G_{s}^{*}\text{Fe}_{2}TiO_{4}]_{s}\), and \([G_{s}^{*}\text{Fe}_{2}O_{4}]_{s}\) (2) differences in vibrational Gibbs energies between normal and inverse 2-3 spinel end-members \((\Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{3s}^{*}, \text{where the normal state is denoted by a primed superscript})\), (3) standard state Gibbs energies of the reciprocal reactions for Mg and Fe between aluminate and titinate \((\Delta G_{r}^{*})\), and between aluminate and ferrite \((\Delta G_{r}^{*})\), (4) symmetric regular-solution-type parameters describing departures from linearity in vibrational Gibbs energy along joins between normal and inverse 2-3 end-member spinels \((\Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{3s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*})\), and (6) symmetric regular-solution-type parameters describing departures from linearity in vibrational Gibbs energy along joins between vertices differing in composition \((\Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*})\), \((\Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*})\), \((\Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*})\), and \((\Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*}, \Delta G_{2s}^{*})\), where the underscore refers to the magnesium rather than the Fe end-member component). Some inferred relations between thermodynamic parameters are a consequence of the assumption that the vibrational Gibbs energy is only a second-degree function of composition and ordering variables (i.e., no ternary terms are required). To accommodate these, Sack and Ghiorsio (1991) made the simplifying assumption that there is no excess vibrational entropy of mixing. This implies that all homogeneous reactions have constant vibrational Gibbs energies and that all regular-solution-type parameters are constants independent of temperature. With the minor adjustments outlined herein the model of Sack and Ghiorsio (1991) successfully accounts for cation ordering constraints, the composition and temperature dependence of distribution coefficients for Fe and Mg exchange between spinels and olivines, features of miscibility gaps, activity-composition data, and calorimetric constraints on standard state properties of end-member components.

To extend the formulation of Sack and Ghiorsio (1991) to Cr-bearing spinels, we define the following composition and ordering variables.
and

\[ s_3 = \frac{1}{2}[2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{*} - 2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{*}]. \]

Inclusion of these definitions results in the following set of linearly independent composition variables for the extended system:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_2 &= 2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}}^{*} + 2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}}^{*}, \\
X_3 &= 2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}}^{*} + 2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{*}, \\
X_4 &= 2^{[6]}X_{T_{4}}^{*},
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
X_5 &= 2^{[6]}X_{F_{5}}^{*}, + 2^{[6]}X_{F_{5}}^{*}.
\end{align*}
\]

and the following set of ordering variables:

\[
\begin{align*}
s_1 &= 2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}}^{*} - 2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}}^{*}, \\
s_2 &= \frac{1}{2}[2^{[6]}X_{A_{1}}^{*} - 2^{[6]}X_{A_{1}}^{*}], \\
s_3 &= \frac{1}{2}[2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{*} - 2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{*}],
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
s_4 &= \frac{1}{2}[2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{*} - 2^{[6]}X_{F_{5}}^{*}].
\end{align*}
\]

Given the site population constraints provided by

\[
1 = 2^{[6]}X_{F_{5}} + 2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}} + 2^{[6]}X_{A_{1}} + 2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}} + 2^{[6]}X_{F_{5}},
\]

we may readily derive expressions that relate the mole fractions of cations on tetrahedral and octahedral sites to these composition and ordering variables. The resulting definitions of site mole fractions are provided in Table 1. We next adopt a linearly independent set of thermodynamic parameters, analogous to those employed by Sack and Ghiorso (1991), and identify these with coefficients of the Taylor expansion. Substitution of these identities into Equation 2 generates an explicit expression for the molar vibrational Gibbs energy. Some simplification is achieved by setting the ordering variable \( s_3 \) to equal the composition variable \( X_{r} \), in accordance with the observation that \( \text{Cr}^{3+} \) has an extremely strong preference for octahedral relative to tetrahedral sites (e.g., Dunitz and Orgel, 1957; Navrotsky and Kleppa, 1967). Our adopted set of thermodynamic parameters reflects this simplification and is provided in Table 2. The resulting expression for the molar Gibbs energy is given in Table 3. Before proceeding with the analysis, we define two linearly dependent thermodynamic parameters that emerge from truncating the expansion for \( G^{\text{th}} \) at second degree

\[
W_{22} = W_{33} + (W_{22} + W_{22} + W_{11}) - (W_{13} + W_{15} + W_{22}).
\]

\[
\Delta G^{(n=2)} = (W_{22} - W_{33}) + (W_{13} - W_{22}) + (W_{11} - W_{11} - W_{22}).
\]

where \( W_{22} \) refers to the regular-solution-type parameter describing deviations from linearity in the vibrational Gibbs energy along the join Mg(Cr)O_4-Fe(Mg,Fe)O_4. The term \( \Delta G^{(n=2)} \) is the standard state Gibbs energy of the reaction

\[
\text{Fe(Cr)O}_4 + \text{Mg(Al)O}_4 = \text{Fe(Al)O}_4 + \text{Mg(Cr)O}_4
\]

where the parentheses denote octahedral sites. An exhaustive list of additional dependent parameters for the chromium absent system is provided in Table 6 of Sack and Ghiorso (1991).

**Table 1. Definitions of site mole fractions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Mole Fractions</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([4]X_{M_2}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 + s_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([4]X_{M_4}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 + s_1 + s_2 + s_3 - x_0 - s_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([4]X_{A_1}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 - s_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([4]X_{C_1}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 - s_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([6]X_{M_4}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 - s_1 - s_2 - s_3 + \frac{x_0 - s_1}{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([6]X_{F_5}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 + s_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([6]X_{A_1}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 + s_1 - s_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([6]X_{C_1}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 + s_1 - s_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([6]X_{T_4}^{*})</td>
<td>(x_0 + s_1 - s_2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Calibration for Cr-bearing spinels**

Before proceeding with our analysis of chromian spinels, some adjustments to the calibration of Sack and Ghiorso (1991) are required. In our earlier calibration for the energetic parameters of MgAl_2O_4 (\(\Delta H_{\text{th}}^{*}\) and \(W_{22}\)), we relied upon constraints on the degree of order (\(s_3\)) for Al and Mg between tetrahedral and octahedral sites at high temperatures obtained by Wood et al. (1986). These authors used \(^{27}\text{Al}\) magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to characterize synthetic samples annealed over the temperature range 700–1000 °C. However, it has been demonstrated in a subsequent MAS-NMR reexamination of similar samples (Millard et al., in preparation) that Wood et al. (1986) overestimated the degree of Al-Mg disorder because they employed a B_1 pulse length that is problematic at the magnetic field intensities employed during their spectra acquisition. Results of Millard et al. (in preparation) and

**Table 2. Definitions of ordering variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordering Variables</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(s_1)</td>
<td>(2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}}^{<em>} - 2^{[6]}X_{M_{2}}^{</em>})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_2)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2}[2^{[6]}X_{A_{1}}^{<em>} - 2^{[6]}X_{A_{1}}^{</em>}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_3)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2}[2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{<em>} - 2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{</em>}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_4)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2}[2^{[6]}X_{C_{3}}^{<em>} - 2^{[6]}X_{F_{5}}^{</em>}])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before proceeding with our analysis of chromian spinels, some adjustments to the calibration of Sack and Ghiorso (1991) are required. In our earlier calibration for the energetic parameters of MgAl_2O_4 (\(\Delta H_{\text{th}}^{*}\) and \(W_{22}\)), we relied upon constraints on the degree of order (\(s_3\)) for Al and Mg between tetrahedral and octahedral sites at high temperatures obtained by Wood et al. (1986). These authors used \(^{27}\text{Al}\) magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to characterize synthetic samples annealed over the temperature range 700–1000 °C. However, it has been demonstrated in a subsequent MAS-NMR reexamination of similar samples (Millard et al., in preparation) that Wood et al. (1986) overestimated the degree of Al-Mg disorder because they employed a B_1 pulse length that is problematic at the magnetic field intensities employed during their spectra acquisition. Results of Millard et al. (in preparation) and
TABLE 2. Linearly independent thermodynamic parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter type</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End-member components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordering energies in 2-3 spinels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocal energies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange and reciprocal ordering energies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calibration of the thermodynamic parameters pertinent to chromian spinels ($W_{13}$, $W_{23}$, $W_{34}$, $W_{35}$, $W_{45}$) logically proceeds with FeCr$_2$O$_4$-Fe$_3$O$_4$ because numerous studies bear on their thermodynamic properties. Of particular interest are constraints on site distributions at low temperatures (e.g., Robbins et al., 1971) and the determinations of the activities of Fe$_3$O$_4$ at 1400 °C (Petric and Jacob, 1982a) and 1223 °C (Katsura et al., 1975). The low-temperature constraints on site occupancies in FeCr$_2$O$_4$-Fe$_3$O$_4$ spinels indicate that Fe$^{3+}$ undergoes a progressive change in site preference with composition. In Cr-rich compositions Fe$^{3+}$ is primarily octahedral (i.e., Fe$_3$O$_4$ behaves as a normal spinel component), despite the fact that Fe$_3$O$_4$ has a Fe$^{2+}$-Fe$^{3+}$ distribution that is more inverse than random, even at high temperatures (e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, 1991). Assuming

the high-temperature (600–1000 °C) refinements of Peterson et al. (in preparation) using neutron diffraction require that MgAl$_2$O$_4$ exhibits a smaller dependence of the degree of Al-Mg order ($s_2$) on temperature, with $0.64 \leq s_2 \leq 0.66$ at 1000 °C and $0.80 \leq s_2 \leq 0.83$ at 600 °C. Consequently, we have derived appropriate values for $\Delta H_{2c}^\circ$ (18.4 kJ) and $W_{23}$ (15.1 kJ) and revised the values of other related parameters for (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$ (Fe,Mg)$_3$TiO$_4$ (Table 4) to achieve internal consistency with the remaining constraints enumerated by Sack and Ghiorso (1991).
that \( W_{3,4} \) is negligible and \( \Delta H^*_s \approx 30 \text{ kJ/gfw} \) (Sack and Ghiorso, 1991). \( W_{3,4} \) must be about 40 kJ/gfw larger than \( W_{3,5} \) to generate values of \( RT \ln \left( \frac{X_{Fe}^{3+}X_{Cr}^{3+}}{X_{Fe}^{3+}X_{Cr}^{3+}} \right) \) from the condition of homogeneous equilibrium (\( \frac{dG}{ds_4} = 0 \)).

\[
\frac{RT \ln \left( \frac{X_{Fe}^{3+}X_{Cr}^{3+}}{X_{Fe}^{3+}X_{Cr}^{3+}} \right)}{W_{3,4}} = \Delta G^* + W_{3,4}(1 - 2s_3)
\]

\[
+ (W_{3,4} - W_{3,5} - W_{3,6})(1 - X_3)
\]

that are consistent with the observation that \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) is primarily octahedral in Cr-rich compositions. Both the site distribution (Fig. 1) and activity-composition constraints (Fig. 2) are satisfied if \( W_{3,4} \) is about 42 kJ/gfw and \( W_{3,5} \) is negligible. The inference that \( W_{3,5} \) is negligible agrees with size considerations (i.e., the octahedral radii of \( \text{Cr}^{3+} \) and \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) are similar) and is required to duplicate the functional form of the activity-composition constraints.

Several types of data bear on the calibration of the parameters \( W_{3,5}, W_{3,4}, W_{13}, W_{23}, \) and \( W_{12} \). They include (1) approximate bound on the extents to which miscibility gaps in \( \text{FeAl}_2\text{O}_4-\text{Fe}_2\text{TiO}_4 \) and \( \text{MgAl}_2\text{O}_4-\text{Mg}_2\text{TiO}_4 \) protrude into ternary subsystems containing \( \text{FeCr}_2\text{O}_4 \) or \( \text{MgCr}_2\text{O}_4 \) over the temperature range 1000–1300 °C (Muan et al., 1972), (2) Al-Cr partitioning for \( \text{FeAl}_2\text{O}_4 \) solid solutions coexisting with \( \text{FeCr}_2\text{O}_4 \) and \( \text{MgCr}_2\text{O}_4 \) (Petric and Jacob, 1982b; Oka et al., 1984) and \( \text{Na(Al,Cr)}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_6 \) coexisting with \( \text{Mg(Al,Cr)}_2\text{O}_4 \) (Carroll Webb and Wood, 1986), and (3) both experimental and petrological constraints on Fe-Mg partitioning between olivine and \( \text{(Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr,Fe}^{3+})_2\text{O}_4-(\text{Fe,Mg})_2\text{TiO}_4 \) (Sack, 1982; Engi, 1983; Jamieson and Roeder, 1984; Lehmann and Roux, 1986; Hill and Sack, 1987; Allan et al., 1987, 1988). A value for \( W_{3,4} \) of about 41.84 kJ/gfw is in reasonable accord with the approximate constraints of Muan et al. (1972) for \( \text{FeAl}_2\text{O}_4-\text{Fe}_2\text{TiO}_4-\text{FeCr}_2\text{O}_4 \) at 1000 °C (Fig. 3a). Such a value is near the upper bound permitted by the inference that \( \text{Fe}_2\text{TiO}_4-\text{FeCr}_2\text{O}_4 \) exhibit complete

![Fig. 2 Calculated activity-composition relations for Fe-
CrO_2-FeO_3 compared with experimental determinations of FeO_3 activity. Vertical lines indicate the 1σ error associated with the FeO_3 activity determinations of Katsura et al. (1975; 1223 °C) and Petric and Jacob (1982a; 1400 °C).]
### Table 4. Preferred values of model parameters (kJ)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value (kJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta H_{f}$</td>
<td>-36.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta S_{f}$</td>
<td>16.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{f}$</td>
<td>15.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta H_{g}$</td>
<td>$-\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta S_{g}$</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{g}$</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reciprocal terms**

- **FeAl$_2$O$_4$**
  - $\Delta H_{f}$: 27.405
  - $\Delta S_{f}$: 0.000*
  - $W_{f}$: 10.042

- **MgAl$_2$O$_4$**
  - $\Delta H_{f}$: -15.062
  - $\Delta S_{f}$: 0.000*
  - $W_{f}$: 10.042

- **FeCr$_2$O$_4$**
  - $\Delta H_{f}$: 26.150
  - $\Delta S_{f}$: 0.000*
  - $W_{f}$: 0.000

**Standard state parameters**

- $W_{\text{Fe}}$: 8.368
- $W_{\text{O}}$: 47.279
- $W_{\text{Al}}$: 87.027
- $W_{\text{Ti}}$: 41.840
- $W_{\text{Cr}}$: 48.953
- $W_{\text{Mg}}$: 8.368
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{2+}}$: 46.608
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}$: 48.953
- $W_{\text{Mg}^{2+}}$: 24.686
- $W_{\text{Al}^{3+}}$: 51.882
- $W_{\text{Ti}^{4+}}$: 60.250
- $W_{\text{Cr}^{3+}}$: 29.288
- $W_{\text{Cr}^{4+}}$: 40.585
- $W_{\text{Mg}^{2+}O}_{4}$: 45.606
- $W_{\text{Al}^{3+}O}_{4}$: 56.250
- $W_{\text{Cr}^{3+}O}_{4}$: 52.718
- $W_{\text{Mg}^{2+}TiO}_{4}$: 64.015
- $W_{\text{Al}^{3+}TiO}_{4}$: 45.606
- $W_{\text{Cr}^{3+}TiO}_{4}$: 41.840
- $W_{\text{Ti}^{4+}O}_{4}$: 43.514
- $W_{\text{Mg}^{2+}CrO}_{4}$: 41.840
- $W_{\text{Cr}^{3+}CrO}_{4}$: 0.000
- $W_{\text{Al}^{3+}CrO}_{4}$: 25.104
- $W_{\text{Mg}^{2+}AlO}_{4}$: 8.368
- $W_{\text{Al}^{3+}AlO}_{4}$: 7.531

**Interaction parameters**

- $W_{\text{Fe}^{2+}Fe^{3+}}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{2+}Mg^{2+}}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{3+}Mg^{2+}}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{2+}Cr^{3+}}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{3+}Cr^{3+}}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Mg}^{2+}Cr^{3+}}$: 5.000

**Symmetry parameters**

- $W_{\text{Fe}^{2+}Fe^{3+}O}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{2+}Mg^{2+}O}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{3+}Mg^{2+}O}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{2+}Cr^{3+}O}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Fe}^{3+}Cr^{3+}O}$: 5.000
- $W_{\text{Mg}^{2+}Cr^{3+}O}$: 5.000

**Note:** Brackets denote octahedral sites.

* Required for temperature independent $W$ parameters.

---

miscibility down to temperatures of at least 1000 °C (e.g., Evans and Moore, 1968; Muan et al., 1972). Smaller values of $W_{3,4}$ are unlikely because the size of this parameter is the chief factor determining the extent of ternary solid solution in light of plausible values for the parameters $W_{1,3}$ and $W_{1,3,4}$ permitted by the other data. However, the approximate constraints of Muan et al. (1972) for MgAl$_2$O$_4$-MgTi$_2$O$_4$-MgCr$_2$O$_4$ (Fig. 3b) do not place similarly tight bounds on the analogous parameter $W_{2,4}$. Because

---

Fig. 3. Calculated miscibility gaps for a FeAl$_2$O$_4$-FeCr$_2$O$_4$-Fe$_2$TiO$_4$ and b MgAl$_2$O$_4$-MgCr$_2$O$_4$-Mg$_2$TiO$_4$ compared with experimental constraints and composition data for coexisting Cr- and Ti-rich spinels in lunar basalts. (a) The solid curves represent miscibility gaps for FeAl$_2$O$_4$-FeCr$_2$O$_4$-Fe$_2$TiO$_4$ calculated for 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1300 °C. The shaded ellipse and open circles connected by a dashed line indicate the approximate constraints on the extent of ternary miscibility and the sense of a tie line for coexisting ternary spinels. These results were estimated from X-ray determinative curves and synthesis experiments by Muan et al. (1972). The dashed line connecting points on the 1000 °C miscibility gap is a comparable calculated tie line. The solid circles connected by dashed lines indicate the composition data reported by Agrell et al. (1970), Champness et al. (1971), Haggerty and Meyer (1970), and Taylor et al. (1971) for coexisting Cr- and Ti-rich spinels in lunar basaltic rocks. (b) The solid curves represent miscibility gaps for MgAl$_2$O$_4$-MgCr$_2$O$_4$-Mg$_2$TiO$_4$ calculated for 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1300 °C. Symbols are analogous to those in a.
MgAl₂O₄ is significantly more disordered than FeAl₂O₄ (e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, 1991), the extent of ternary solid solution calculated for MgAl₂O₄-MgTiO₃-MgCr₂O₄ is equally sensitive to the size of the parameter \( W_{23} \). We may safely assume, however, that upper bounds on \( W_{23} \) are similar to those on \( W_{34} \) because high-temperature miscibility gaps are also not evident in MgTiO₃-MgCr₂O₄ (cf. Muan et al., 1972).

Constraints on the parameters \( W_{12}, W_{23}, \) and \( W_{13} \) may be readily derived from Al-Cr partitioning data for \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) solid solutions coexisting with Fe(Al,Cr)₂O₄ and Mg(Al,Cr)₂O₃ (Petric and Jacob, 1982b; Oka et al., 1984). As we will demonstrate, these constraints also bear on the size of the parameter \( W_{34} \) appearing in the expression for \( \Delta G_{23} \) (Eq. 9), because we have assumed that the vibrational Gibbs energy may be satisfactorily described by a Taylor expansion of only second degree in composition and ordering variables (i.e., no ternary terms are required). Because this parameter sum is also constrained by Fe-Mg partitioning between olivine and chromian spinels, a consistent value for it must be obtained from the analysis of both Al-Cr and Fe-Mg partitioning. Analysis of the data for Fe(Al,Cr)₂O₃ is the most straightforward because activity-composition relations for \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) solid solutions are well known (Jacob, 1978; Chatterjee et al., 1982) and FeAl₂O₄ is substantially normal at the temperature (1100 °C) at which Al-Cr partitioning between \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) and Fe(Al,Cr)₂O₄ has been determined by Petric and Jacob (1982b). Accordingly, the term \((W_{11} - W_{13})(1 - X_3 - s_2)\) is small in the expression for the \((Cr,Al)\)-exchange potential. For Fe(Al,Cr)₂O₃ referenced to normal cation ordering states, this expression is given by

\[
\frac{1}{2}(\frac{\partial G}{\partial X_1}) = \frac{1}{2}(\frac{\partial G}{\partial s_2}) = \frac{1}{2}(\frac{\partial G}{\partial X_3}) + RT \ln \left( \frac{[6]X_{Co}^{6+}}{[6]X_{Al}^{6+}} \right) - \frac{1}{2}(W_{11} - W_{13})(1 - X_3 - s_2) + \frac{1}{2}W_{13}(s_2 - X_3).
\]

Therefore, a fairly well-constrained estimate for the parameter \( W_{13} \) may be obtained by evaluating the slope defined by the exchange data of Petric and Jacob (1982b). We proceed by utilizing the condition of Cr-Al exchange equilibrium between \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) and Fe(Al,Cr)₂O₄

\[
\mu_{Cr(Al)O3} = \mu_{Fe(Al)O4},
\]

and define a thermodynamic quantity analogous to the logarithm of the distribution coefficient,

\[
\ln \left( \frac{[6]X_{Cr}^{6+}}{[6]X_{Al}^{6+}} \right) = RT \ln \left( \frac{\partial G}{\partial s_2} \right) = \frac{1}{2}(W_{11} - W_{13})(1 - X_3 - s_2) + \frac{1}{2}W_{13}(s_2 - X_3).
\]

A value for \( W_{13} \) of about 25 kJ/gfw is required (Fig. 4) by the data of Petric and Jacob (1982b).

We may also derive a comparable set of equations to describe Cr(Al)-, partitioning at 25 kbar between \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) and Mg(Al,Cr)₂O₃ (Oka et al., 1984), providing we make the approximations that \( (1) s_2 \) does not depend

---

Fig. 4. Calibration for \( Q_{Cr(Al)O3}^{Fe(Al)O4} \) (Eqs. 13 and 17) compared with experimental constraints. Solid bars indicate extreme values of \( Q_{Cr(Al)O3}^{Fe(Al)O4} \) and \( (s_2 - X_3) \) that are consistent with the partitioning data of Petric and Jacob (1982b) at 1100 °C and 1 atm for Al-Cr exchange between \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) solid solutions and Fe(Al,Cr)₂O₄. Shaded and ruled bars represent extreme values of \( Q_{Cr(Al)O3}^{Fe(Al)O4} \) and \( (s_2 - X_3) \) calculated from the data of Oka et al. (1984) at 1250 and 1050 °C (25 kbar) for partitioning of Al and Cr between \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) solid solutions and Mg(Al,Cr)₂O₃. The widths and lengths of bars are consistent with an assumed uncertainty of 0.010 in the ratios of \( \Delta V(Al + Cr) \) in the exchanging phases and do not incorporate errors arising from uncertainties in activity-composition relations of \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) solid solutions or volume-composition relations in \((Al,Cr)₂O₃\) or Mg(Al,Cr)₂O₃ solid solutions (see text). The diagonal line denotes the calibration of \( Q_{Cr(Al)O3}^{Fe(Al)O4} \) based on the values of the thermodynamic parameters given in Table 4. This line has a slope corresponding to one-half of the value of the parameter \( W_{13} \). The data of Oka et al. (1984) at 796 °C (open bars) are shown for comparison only.
on pressure and that (2) the effects of temperature and pressure on molar volumes cancel across the Cr(Al)₄ exchange. With these approximations, the condition of Cr(Al)₄ exchange equilibrium may be written

\[ 0 = -RT \ln \left( \frac{a_{Cr,O}}{a_{Al,O}} \right) - RT \ln \left( \frac{[Cr]_{Cr,O}}{[Al]_{Al,O}} \right) + \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} + 1/2 (W_{22} - W_{22})(1 - X_3) + 1/2 W_{13}(s_2 - X_3) + P \Delta V^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}}. \]  

(15)

In this expression \( \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} \) is the standard state free energy change of the reaction \( \frac{1}{2} \text{Cr}_2 \text{O}_3 + \frac{1}{2} \text{Mg(Cr)}_4 \text{O}_6 \Rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \text{Al}_2 \text{O}_3 + \frac{1}{2} \text{Mg(Al)}_4 \text{O}_6 \), and \( \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} \) is equal to 0.0179 kJ/gfw (Oka et al., 1984). Expressions for \( V^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} \) and \( V^{\text{Al}}_{\text{Al,O}} \) may be derived from those given for the excess volumes of \( \text{Mg(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) and \( \text{Al(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) by Oka et al. (1984) and Chatterjee et al. (1982), respectively. The ordering variable \( s_3 \) is provided by solution of the condition of homogeneous equilibrium for \( \text{MgAl}_4 \text{O}_6 - \text{MgCr}_4 \text{O}_6 \),

\[ 0 = (\partial G/\partial s_3) = RT \ln \left( \frac{[Cr]_{Cr,O}}{[Al]_{Al,O}} \right) + \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} + 1/2 (W_{22} - W_{22})(1 - X_3 - s_3) + 1/2 W_{13}(s_2 - X_3) + P \Delta V^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}}. \]  

(16)

where \( \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} \) is a dependent parameter (see Eq. 8 and Table 6 of Sack and Ghiorso, 1991). Taking into account the relation between \( \Delta G^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Fe,SiO}} \) and \( \Delta G^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Cr,O}} \) given by Equation 9, \( \Delta G^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Fe,SiO}} = \Delta G^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Cr,O}} + \Delta G^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Fe,SiO}} \), we may rewrite Equation 15 into a form for which the data obtained at 25 kbar bearing on the \( \text{Al(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) exchange reaction between \( \text{Al(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) and \( \text{Mg(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) (Oka et al., 1984) may be analyzed in conjunction with the data obtained at 1 bar of Petric and Jacob (1982b). This manipulation yields an expression equivalent to Equation 13:

\[ Q^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Cr,O}} = RT \ln \left( \frac{a_{Cr,O}}{a_{Al,O}} \right) + \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} + 1/2 (W_{22} - W_{22})(1 - X_3) + P \Delta V^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} + 1/2 W_{13}(s_2 - X_3). \]  

(17)

Several bounds on \( W_{22} \) and \( \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} \) (i.e., the parameter sum \( W_{22} + W_{22} = W_{22} - W_{22} \)) are readily obtained when the data obtained at 1050 and 1250 °C by Oka et al. (1984) and Petric and Jacob (1982b) are analyzed simultaneously using Equations 13 and 17. We find that the data of Oka et al. (1984) require \( W_{22} \) to be greater than about 40 kJ/gfw to achieve values for the parameter \( W_{22} \) comparable with those derived from analysis of the data of Petric and Jacob (1982b). Substantially larger values of \( W_{22} \) are unlikely because they result in calculated miscibility gaps for \( \text{MgAl}_4 \text{O}_6 - \text{MgTi}_4 \text{O}_6 - \text{MgCr}_4 \text{O}_6 \) that are much less extensive than those suggested by the experimental constraints of Muan et al. (1972). Values of the parameter sum \( W_{22} + W_{22} - W_{22} \) in the range 8.5–17 kJ/gfw are required for the data of Oka et al. (1984) at 1050 and 1250 °C and the data of Petric and Jacob (1982b) at 1100 °C to be in reasonable accord. Finally, the parameter values derived for \( \text{Mg(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) should satisfy the minimum bound on the degree of nonideality of this solid solution determined by Carroll Webb and Wood (1986). From reversed brackets on Al-Cr partitioning between \( \text{Na(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{SiO}_4 \) and \( \text{Mg(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) at 1000 and 1100 °C and 25 kbar, they demonstrate that the maximum nonideality associated with the \( \text{Mg(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{O}_6 \) solid solution is 5.65 ± 1.05 kJ/gfw, if it is assumed that the \( \text{Na(Al,Fe)}_4 \text{SiO}_4 \) solution is ideal. The calibration we obtain subsequently results in the comparable value of 6.10 kJ/gfw.

Further constraints on the value of the parameter sum \( W_{22} + W_{22} - W_{22} \) may be derived by considering Fe-Mg partitioning between olivine and Cr-bearing spinels (Sack, 1982; Engi, 1983; Murck and Campbell, 1986; Allan et al., 1987, 1988; Gee and Sack, 1988). Sack and Ghiorso (1991) have developed a calibration of such a relation for olivine coexisting with \( \text{Fe,Mg} - \text{Al,Fe}_4 \text{O}_6 - \text{Fe,Mg} \text{Ti}_4 \text{O}_6 \) over the temperature range 650–1400 °C. To utilize their updated results in our calibration, it is necessary to define the condition of Fe-Mg exchange equilibrium between olivine and \( \text{Fe,Mg} - \text{Al,Fe}_4 \text{O}_6 - \text{Fe,Mg} \text{Ti}_4 \text{O}_6 \). This condition is given by

\[ \mu_{\text{Fe,Mg}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} - \mu_{\text{Fe,Mg}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} + RT \ln \left( \frac{X_{\text{Fe,SiO}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}}}{X_{\text{Fe,SiO}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}}} \right) + (\Delta H_{X}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} + 2 W_{22})(1 - 2 X_{\text{Fe,SiO}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}}). \]  

(18)

The left hand side of Equation 18 may be written

\[ \mu_{\text{Fe,Mg}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} = \frac{1}{2} (G^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Fe,SiO}} - G^{\text{Fe,SiO}}_{\text{Fe,SiO}}) + RT \ln \left( \frac{X_{\text{Fe,SiO}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}}}{X_{\text{Fe,SiO}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}}} \right) + (\Delta H_{X}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} + 2 W_{22})(1 - 2 X_{\text{Fe,SiO}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}}). \]  

(19)

where the standard state Gibbs energies of \( \text{MgSiO}_3 \) and \( \text{FeSiO}_3 \) are taken from the data of Berman (1988) and the value of \( \Delta H_{X}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} + 2 W_{22} \) is from Sack and Ghiorso (1989). We may expand the right hand side of Equation 18 for spinels in the normal cation ordering state

\[ \mu_{\text{Fe,Mg}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} = \mu_{\text{Fe,Mg}}^{\text{Fe,SiO}} + (\Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}} + \Delta G^{\text{Cr}}_{\text{Cr,O}}), \]  

(20)

and utilizing Equation 20 to rewrite Equation 18 in zero intercept form for the ordinate variable \( X_{3} \), which multiplies the parameter sum \( W_{22} + W_{22} - W_{22} \). These manipulations allow us to define a general thermodynamic equivalent to the traditional \( \ln K_{X} \) for equilibrium exchange of Mg and Fe between olivine and spinel:
\[ Q_{\text{Al-Cr}}^* = \mu_{\text{MgFeO}_3} - \Delta H_{\text{f}1}^0 + T \Delta S_{\text{f}1}^0 + RT \ln \left( \frac{[\text{Fe}]_{\text{Fe}^{2+}, \text{Cr}^{3+}}}{{\text{Fe}}_{\text{Mg}^{2+}}} \right) \]

\[ + (W_{14} - \Delta H_{\text{f}2}^0 - W_{24} - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}1}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}2}^0) s_1 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}3}^0) s_3 \]

\[ - (W_{\text{FeMg}} - W_{22} + W_{11} + W_{24} - W_{14} \quad \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}1}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}2}^0) s_1 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} - W_{22} - W_{11} + W_{24} - W_{14} \quad \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}6}^0) s_2 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} + \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0) X_2 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}6}^0) X_3 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} + W_{14} - W_{22}) X_4 \]

\[ - (\Delta H_{\text{f}3}^0 + W_{22} - W_{11} + W_{14} - W_{22}) X_5 \]

\[ = (W_{22} + W_{14} - W_{22}) X_5. \quad (21) \]

In this expression, \( \Delta H_{\text{f}i}^0 \) and \( \Delta S_{\text{f}i}^0 \) are the standard state enthalpy and entropy differences, respectively, between MgAl\(_2\)O\(_4\) and FeAl\(_2\)O\(_4\) in their inverse cation ordering states (Sack and Ghiorso, 1991), and \( s_1, s_2, \) and \( s_4 \) are given by solution of the conditions of homogeneous equilibrium (general expressions provided in Table 5). It should be noted that once calibrated, Equation 21 provides the basis for a general spinel-olivine geothermometer, which may be used to estimate equilibration temperatures for all spinel-olivine pairs of petrological interest.

Various data bearing on the calibration of Fe-Mg partitioning between olivine and (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe\(^{3+}\),Fe\(^{2+}\))O\(_4\) and (Fe,Mg)TiO\(_2\) are displayed in Figure 5. We note that the calibration for \( Q_{\text{Al-Cr}}^* \) is within analytical uncertainty of all such constraints and that it has been achieved utilizing a value for the parameter sum \( (W_{14} + W_{22} - W_{14} - W_{22}) \) near the lower limit of the range permitted by the data displayed in Figure 4. We further note that to achieve this result it has been necessary to lower slightly the estimate for \( LF_{\text{Al-Cr}} \) and make other very minor adjustments in a few related parameters in the model of Sack and Ghiorso (1991). Although the value of \( \Delta H_{\text{f}4}^0 \) utilized by Sack and Ghiorso (1991; 28.5 kJ/gfw) is appropriate for the comparison of Fe-Mg partitioning relations between olivine and aluminate, ferrite, and titanate spinels, it leads to slight but consistent underestimates of \( Q_{\text{Al-Cr}}^* \) for mixed Ti-rich (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe\(^{3+}\),Fe\(^{2+}\))O\(_4\) and (Fe,Mg)TiO\(_2\). This discrepancy is remedied by adjusting \( \Delta H_{\text{f}4}^0 \) downward by about 2 kJ/gfw and refining related parameters (Tables 4 and 6) to ensure that the remaining constraints of phase equilibrium, cation ordering, and standard state summarized here and by Sack and Ghiorso (1991) continue to be satisfied. The resulting calibration yields values of \( Q_{\text{Al-Cr}}^* \) (Sack and Ghiorso, 1991) that are slightly lower than those appropriate for the most Fe-rich and Mg-rich (Fe,Mg)TiO\(_2\) reported by Hill and

**Table 5. Conditions for homogeneous equilibrium**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \frac{\Delta G}{\Delta s} )</th>
<th>( \frac{\Delta G}{\Delta s} )</th>
<th>( \frac{\Delta G}{\Delta s} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0 = RT ln \left( \frac{(X_1 + s_1)(2 - X_1 - 2X_2 - s_1 - 2s_2 - 2s_3)}{(X_1 + s_1)(2 - X_1 + 2X_2 - s_1 - 2s_2 - 2s_3)} \right) + \frac{\nu_1(\Delta G_{\text{f}1}^0 + \Delta G_{\text{f}2}^0)}{\Delta s_1} + \nu_2(W_{14} - W_{22} - mW_{\text{Fe,Mg}} + (\Delta G_{\text{f}1}^0 + \Delta G_{\text{f}2}^0) X_2 + \frac{1}{2}(W_{\text{Fe,Mg}} - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}3}^0) X_3)
| 0 = RT ln \left( \frac{2X_1 - X_1 - X_1 - X_1 + s_1}{2X_1 - X_1 - X_1 + s_1} \right) + \frac{\nu_1(\Delta G_{\text{f}1}^0 + \Delta G_{\text{f}2}^0)}{\Delta s_1} + \nu_2(W_{14} - W_{22} - mW_{\text{Fe,Mg}} - \Delta G_{\text{f}3}^0) X_2 + \frac{1}{2}(W_{\text{Fe,Mg}} - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}3}^0) X_3
| 0 = RT ln \left( \frac{(X_1 + s_1)(2X_1 - X_1 - s_1 - 2s_2 - 2s_3)}{(X_1 + s_1)(2 - X_1 - X_1 + 2X_2 - s_1 - 2s_2 - 2s_3)} \right) + \frac{\nu_1(\Delta G_{\text{f}1}^0 + \Delta G_{\text{f}2}^0)}{\Delta s_1} + \nu_2(W_{14} - W_{22} - mW_{\text{Fe,Mg}} - \Delta G_{\text{f}3}^0) X_2 + \frac{1}{2}(W_{\text{Fe,Mg}} - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}3}^0) X_3

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}3}^0) X_2 \]

\[ - (W_{\text{FeMg}} - W_{22} - W_{11} + W_{24} - W_{14} \quad \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}1}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}2}^0) s_1 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} - W_{22} - W_{11} + W_{24} - W_{14} \quad \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}6}^0) s_2 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} + \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0) X_2 \]

\[ - (W_{\text{FeMg}} - W_{22} - W_{11} + W_{24} - W_{14} \quad \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}6}^0) s_2 \]

\[ - (W_{\text{FeMg}} - W_{22} - W_{11} + W_{24} - W_{14} \quad \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}6}^0) s_2 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} + \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0) X_2 \]

\[ - (W_{\text{FeMg}} - W_{22} - W_{11} + W_{24} - W_{14} \quad \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0 - \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}6}^0) s_2 \]

\[ + (W_{\text{FeMg}} + \frac{1}{2}\Delta H_{\text{f}5}^0) X_2 \]
Fig. 5. Calibration for $Q_{ACr}$ (Eq. 21) compared with experimental and petrological constraints. Tips of arrows indicate values of $Q_{ACr}$ calculated from the results of exchange experiments for Fe-Mg between olivine and aluminate-chromite spinels at 696–909°C (Engi, 1983). Arrows indicate the direction of change of $Q_{ACr}$ during a given experiment. Only the tighter reversal brackets for $X_{Cr} \geq 0.97$ and $X_{Cr} > 0$ are shown; results of Cr-absent experiments are considered by Sack and Ghiorso (1991). Circles indicate spinel-olivine pairs from the melting and crystallization experiments of Sack (1982), Sack et al. (1987b), and Gee and Sack (1988). Shaded boxes represent values of $Q_{ACr}$ calculated for spinel-olivine pairs in glassy lavas from seamounts adjacent to the East Pacific Rise (Allan et al., 1982, 1988, 1989) and the Tuzo Wilson seamounts (Allan, personal communication) employing temperatures estimated by the authors. Dots indicate the experimental results of Murck and Campbell (1986).

Sack (1987). We emphasize that the resulting inconsistency pertains only to end-member titanate spinels in which short-range ordering is a complicating factor.

**Standard state properties**

In this section we derive internally consistent values for the thermodynamic properties of the end-member components MgCr$_2$O$_4$ (picrochromite) and FeCr$_2$O$_4$ (chromite). In addition, we update the end-member properties of the Cr-absent components reported by Sack and Ghiorso (1991). The recommended set of end-member thermodynamic properties to be used in conjunction with the solution parameters reported in Table 4 are provided in Tables 6a, 6b, and 6c. They are consistent with the thermodynamic data of Berman (1988) and our previously published solution theory for olivine, orthopyroxenes and rhombohedral oxides (Sack and Ghiorso, 1989, Ghiorso, 1990a).

**Picrochromite (MgCr$_2$O$_4$)**

Low-temperature heat capacity measurements have been reported by Shomate (1944; 54–296 K) and high-temperature heat content determinations have been provided by Naylor (1944; 387–1783 K). These experimental results were combined and fitted, according to the methods outlined in Berman and Brown (1985), to yield the heat capacity parameterization reported in Table 6a. The expression reproduces the data over the temperature range 250–1780 K with an average absolute deviation of less than 0.10%.

The adopted reference-state entropy of picrochromite (see Table 6b) is taken from Shomate (1944) and represents a smooth extrapolation to 0 K without inclusion of magnetic or structural ordering contributions. The zero-point entropy is assumed to be zero (consistent with a normal cation distribution down to 0 K). Subsequent to Shomate’s (1944) experimental study, it has been shown that MgCr$_2$O$_4$ undergoes a paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition at ~16 K and a further magnetic transformation to a helicoidal spin ordering arrangement at ~13 K (Shaked et al., 1970). The maximum entropy that might result from these magnetic transitions is 2 R ln 4 (23.052 J/K), but the actual contribution could be less if the structure fails to develop the full long-range magnetic order.

**Table 6a. Standard state thermodynamic properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>$k_b$</th>
<th>$k_i$</th>
<th>$k_f$</th>
<th>$k_m$</th>
<th>$T_c$</th>
<th>$L_1$</th>
<th>$L_2$</th>
<th>$T_m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeAl$_2$O$_4$*</td>
<td>235.190</td>
<td>-14.370</td>
<td>-46.913</td>
<td>64.564</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgAl$_2$O$_4$**</td>
<td>235.90</td>
<td>-17.666</td>
<td>-17.104</td>
<td>4.062</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCr$_2$O$_4$</td>
<td>236.874</td>
<td>-16.796</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-16.765</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCr$_2$O$_4$</td>
<td>201.981</td>
<td>-5.519</td>
<td>-57.844</td>
<td>57.729</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_2$TiO$_5$-</td>
<td>248.83</td>
<td>-18.174</td>
<td>-5.453</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg$_2$TiO$_4$-</td>
<td>226.11</td>
<td>-13.801</td>
<td>-17.011</td>
<td>4.128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$-</td>
<td>207.93</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-72.499</td>
<td>66.436</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg$_2$Fe$_2$O$_4$-</td>
<td>196.66</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-74.922</td>
<td>81.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$298K < T < T_m$

$C_p = k_b + k_iT^{-0.5} + k_fT + k_mT^2 + k_mT^3 + T(L_1 + L_2T^2)$

$T_c < T$

$C_p = k_b + k_iT^{-0.5} + k_fT + k_mT^2 + k_mT^3 + T(L_1 + L_2T^2)$

**Note:** Lattice and magnetic heat capacity functions ($C_p$) for temperatures greater than 298 K and pressures of 10$^6$ Pa.

* Estimated from algorithms in Berman and Brown (1985), with $k_b$ adjusted to agree with the 298.15 K value reported by King (1956).

** Berman and Brown (1985).

+ Fitted to the Berman and Brown (1985) form from data provided by Naylor (1944) and Shomate (1944).
## Table 68. Standard state thermodynamic properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Adopted value (J/K)</th>
<th>Reported value (J/K)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (J/K)</th>
<th>Inverse (J/K)</th>
<th>Entropy at 0 K (J/K)</th>
<th>Ordering (J/K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeAl₂O₄ (hercynite)</td>
<td>115.358</td>
<td>106.270</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgAl₂O₄ (spinel)</td>
<td>84.535</td>
<td>80.584</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃Cr₂O₇ (chromite)</td>
<td>142.676</td>
<td>146.020</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>11.526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCr₂O₄ (picrochromite)</td>
<td>106.020</td>
<td>106.020</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11.526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂TiO₄ (ulvospinel)</td>
<td>185.447</td>
<td>163.176</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11.526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg₂TiO₄ (cubic phase)</td>
<td>120.170</td>
<td>103.596</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>11.526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄ (magnetite)</td>
<td>146.114</td>
<td>146.147</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgFe₂O₄ (magnesioferrite)</td>
<td>122.765</td>
<td>118.407</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entropy at 298.15 K and 10⁵ Pa.

* King (1956). C, measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions.
* King (1955). C, measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions.
* Shomate (1944).
* Reported value + 2R ln 2 + residual low-temperature magnetic entropy.
* Todd and King (1953). C, measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions below those detected at 56 K and 99.1 K (magnetostriction effect and the paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic transformation).
* Westrum and Grenvold (1969). C, measured from 5 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K. The reported value has no zero point addition.
* King (1954). C, measured from 51 to 298 K and extrapolated to 0 K assuming no low-temperature magnetic transitions. The reported value has no zero point addition.

### Chromite (Fe₃Cr₂O₇)

The low-temperature adiabatic calorimetry measurements of Shomate (1944; 53–296 K) are combined with the high-temperature heat content measurements of Naylor (1944; 386–1787 K) to generate the equation for heat capacity reported in Table 6a. The fitting procedure is described by Berman and Brown (1985), and the equation

### Table 6c. Standard state thermodynamic properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Adopted value (kJ)</th>
<th>Reported value (kJ)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (kJ)</th>
<th>Normal (kJ)</th>
<th>Inverse (kJ)</th>
<th>Ordering (kJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeAl₂O₄ (hercynite)</td>
<td>-1947.681</td>
<td>-1966.480</td>
<td>8.500</td>
<td>-1947.682</td>
<td>-1911.281</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgAl₂O₄ (spinel)</td>
<td>-2300.313</td>
<td>-2302.000</td>
<td>2.700</td>
<td>-2300.369</td>
<td>-2281.959</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃Cr₂O₇ (chromite)</td>
<td>-1445.490</td>
<td>-1445.490</td>
<td>8.370</td>
<td>-1783.640</td>
<td>-1774.017</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCr₂O₄ (picrochromite)</td>
<td>-1783.640</td>
<td>-1783.640</td>
<td>6.726</td>
<td>-1117.403</td>
<td>-1117.404</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂TiO₄ (ulvospinel)</td>
<td>-1488.500</td>
<td>-1488.500</td>
<td>1.841</td>
<td>-1406.407</td>
<td>-1406.438</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Enthalpy of formation from the elements at 298.15 K and 10⁵ Pa.

* Wagman et al. (1969).
* Shearer and Kleppa (1973).
† Robie et al. (1978).
+ Stull and Prophet (1971).
reproduces the data over the temperature range 250–1790 K with an average absolute deviation of less than 0.20%.

Shomate (1944) reports an estimate for the reference-state entropy of chromite (Table 6b). The value was obtained by the usual method of extrapolating a smooth extension of the measured $C_p$ curve to 0 K and includes energetic contributions from two nonnormal sources. A lambdalike $C_p$ anomaly, which develops over the range 90–140 K, results in an entropy contribution of 2.37 J/K·gfw and is probably related to the cubic-tetragonal phase transition (Francombe, 1957; Shirane et al., 1964). The $C_p$ anomaly at lower temperature, which peaks at 75 K, coincides nicely with the measured Néel temperature of 80 K (Shirane et al., 1964). However, the entropy effect (over the range 50–80 K) associated with this paramagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition is only 0.75 J/K·gfw (Shomate, 1944). This suggests that the majority of the magnetic entropy (up to 2 R ln 4 + 2 R ln 5; 36.433 J/K·gfw) is either not developed at lower temperatures or is associated with the transformation from collinear to helicoidal spin that is known to occur at ~35 K (Shirane et al., 1964). Although the calorimetric data do not allow these issues to be resolved, an independent estimate for the reference-state entropy of chromite can be found by recognizing the relation

$$S_{FeCr_2O_4} = S_{MgCr_2O_4} - 2\Delta S_{Fe} - \Delta S_{Cr}$$

(22)

must hold as a consequence of our formulation for the vibrational Gibbs energy of spinel solutions. From the tabulated expressions of heat capacity for picromagnetic and chromite, and our calibration of the exchange of Fe$^{2+}$-Mg between chromian spinel and olivine (Figs. 4 and 5), we arrive at an internally consistent estimate of 142.676 J/K·gfw for the reference-state entropy of chromite. This number is at the lower limit of the 2σ uncertainty of the value reported by Shomate (1944). Our estimate is subject to the same absolute uncertainty as that ascribed to a change in Ag site preference with increasing Fe/(Fe+Zn) ratio in sphalerite and argentian tetrahedrite-tennantite fahlores (e.g., Spiridonov, 1984) the Fe/(Fe+Zn) ratio exhibits a pronounced sigmoidal dependence on Ag/(Ag+Cu) ratio at fixed Fe/(Fe+Zn) ratio in sphalerite, and the local maxima and minima correspond to similar features in cell volumes, reflectivities, and Ag(Cu) contents (e.g., Indolev et al., 1971; Riley, 1974; Paar et al., 1978; Ebel and Sack, 1989). This fahlore effect has been attributed to a change in Ag site preference with increasing ratio of Ag/(Ag+Cu). The parallel feature in (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$ is certainly caused by the change of site preference of Fe$^{3+}$ that is associated with increasing ratios of Cr/(Cr+Fe$^{3+}$) in FeCr$_2$O$_4$–FeO (e.g., Fig. 1).

In this case there is also a parallel between the fahlore effect and room temperature volume-composition systematics (e.g., Francombe, 1957; Robbins et al., 1971). Despite this complication, it is noteworthy that the calculated curves for Fe-Mg distribution coefficients (Figs. 6 and 7) yield temperatures that are in general accord with those estimated for metamorphosed ultramafic rocks.
Fig. 6. Isotherms of $\ln K_0$ [$K_0 = (X_{Fe}X_{Mg})/(X_{Fe}X_{Mg})$] for the Fe-Mg exchange between olivine ($X_{Fe} = 0.90$) and ferrichrome spinels, compared with petrological data for metamorphosed serpentinites (Evans and Frost, 1975, their Fig. 7). Shaded areas outline portions of the graph in which there are dense populations of data points for the indicated prograde mineral assemblages. Abbreviations are as follows: Br = brucite; Di = diopside; Antig = antigorite; En = enstatite.

on the basis of mineral assemblages (e.g., Evans and Frost, 1975). The comparison for ferrichrome spinel + olivine assemblages is especially compelling in that Evans and Frost (1975) noted that there is a minimum in the distribution coefficient at intermediate ratios of Cr/(Cr + Fe$^{3+}$) (Fig. 6). The maxima associated with calculated curves of Fe-Mg distribution coefficients at low ratios of Cr/(Cr + Fe$^{3+}$) is probably not evident from the natural assemblages because they are distinctly polythermal. The calculated curves for the Fe-Mg exchange between olivine and (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$ (Fig. 7) agree with the correlation established for 700°C by Evans and Frost (1975) for contact metamorphosed serpentinites in which chlorite was thermally decomposed.

A potentially informative application of our model pertains to the analysis of phase relations of chromian spinels over the temperature range appropriate for the upper greenschist-amphibolite facies of metamorphism, 450–650 °C. In Figures 8–10 we present a series of diagrams to illustrate predicted phase relations within (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$ under these conditions. Phase relations within this quaternary, the so-called spinel prism, are undoubtedly complex, as evidenced by extensive miscibility gaps in (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$ (e.g., Turnock and Eugster, 1962; Sharma et al., 1973; Lehmann and Roux, 1986) and conflicting interpretations regarding miscibility relations in other subsystems of the prism (e.g., Cremer, 1969; Evans and Frost, 1975). As can be seen from Figure 8, the critical temperatures associated with gaps in the binary spinels Fe(Al,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$, Mg(Al,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$, Fe(Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$, and Mg(Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$ are 250–450 °C lower than those associated with Fe(Al,Fe$^{3+}$)$_2$O$_4$ and
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Fig. 9. Temperature-contoured miscibility gaps for Mg\textsuperscript{2+}-Fe\textsuperscript{3+}, 2-3 ternary spinels defining the sides of the spinel prism. The isotherms are overlain by contours of Mg/Fe ratios of coexisting olivine. The intersections of miscibility-gap isotherms with isopleths of olivine composition (labeled Fo\textsubscript{90}, Fo\textsubscript{80}, Fo\textsubscript{70}, and Fo\textsubscript{60}) define tie lines for coexisting spinels that are in Fe-Mg exchange equilibrium with this olivine. (a) Calculated 500, 700, 900, 1000, and 1050 °C miscibility gaps for (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}. (b) Calculated 500, 550, 600, 620, and 630 °C miscibility gaps for (Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr)\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}. (c) Calculated 500, 550, 570, and 590 °C miscibility gaps for (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}.

The different senses of asymmetry exhibited by these binary spinels is almost certainly a reflection of differences in the degree of inversion exhibited by magnetite and magnesioferrite (e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, 1991).

We predict that the maxima associated with the critical curves for each of the ternaries comprising the sides of the spinel prism are at intermediate ratios of Fe/Mg (Fig. 9). The degree to which the maxima in the critical curves extend to higher temperatures than the consolutes in the constituent Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and Mg\textsuperscript{2+} binaries (Fig. 8) is primarily a function of the relative partitioning of Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and Mg\textsuperscript{2+} between coexisting spinels and reflects the nonideality associated with this substitution. It has been shown that this nonideality must be at least about 2 kJ/gfw at intermediate ratios of Fe\textsuperscript{2+}/(Fe\textsuperscript{2+} + Mg\textsuperscript{2+}) to be consistent with increased widths of gaps in ternary (Fe,Mg)(Al,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} and other data on activity-composition relations (e.g., Trinel-Dufour and Perrot, 1977; Shishkov et al., 1980; Lehmann and Roux, 1986; Sack and Ghiorso, 1989, 1991). In this ternary, the maximum in the critical curve is at a temperature between 150 and 200 °C higher than the consolutes in the constituent Fe and Mg binaries, and the miscibility gaps have their maximum widths where the differences in the ratios of Fe\textsuperscript{2+}/(Fe\textsuperscript{2+} + Mg\textsuperscript{2+}) are greatest. The maxima in the critical curves of (Fe,Mg)(Al,Cr)\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} and (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} extend to lower temperatures relative to the consolutes in their constituent Fe and Mg binaries because Fe\textsuperscript{2+} and Mg\textsuperscript{2+} are not as strongly partitioned between coexisting spinels in these ternary systems. The critical curve for (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} exhibits a local maximum between two local minima, and it has a sigmoid shape. These features are illustrated in Figures 9a–9c by contours for both temperature and ratios of Mg\textsuperscript{2+}/(Mg\textsuperscript{2+} + Fe\textsuperscript{2+}) for spinel pairs that would coexist with several selected olivine compositions (Fo\textsubscript{90}, Fo\textsubscript{80}, Fo\textsubscript{70}, and Fo\textsubscript{60}).

It is convenient to use these olivine compositions to illustrate tie lines between coexisting Fe\textsuperscript{2+}-Mg\textsuperscript{2+} ternary spinels in Figures 9a–9c and to define the Fe-Mg exchange potentials for isothermal sections through the spinel prism. In Figures 10a–10e we have prepared a series of such isothermal pseudoternary sections and ternary diagrams to illustrate phase relations in the spinel prism.

Mg(Al,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}. According to our calculations, the miscibility gaps in Fe(Al,Cr)\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} and Mg(Al,Cr)\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} are very similar. Both have similar critical temperatures, are reasonably symmetric, and have fairly flat T-X profiles. In contrast, the calculated critical temperature for Fe(Cr,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} is distinctly higher than that for Mg(Cr,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}. Both gaps have fairly steep T-X profiles, and the gap for Mg(Cr,Fe\textsuperscript{3+})\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} is strongly asymmetric.
over the temperature range 500–600 °C. Most of the features of these diagrams are readily predictable from the phase relations established for the sides of the prism (Figs. 9a–9c), although there are a few complications. Because the miscibility gaps in the bounding ternary system forming the front face of the prism are the only extensive ones over this entire temperature range, it follows that the most persistent feature of these pseudoternary and ternary diagrams is the two-phase region formed by the extension of the miscibility gaps of aluminate-ferrite spinels into the Cr-bearing system (Fig. 9a). With decreasing temperature this two-phase region becomes more extensive and its critical curve migrates toward the side of the prism that next displays immiscibility. Thus, in the case of the Fe base of the prism (Fig. 10a) and for the Fo₈₀ and Fo₉₅ sections (Figs. 10b and 10d, respectively), decreasing temperature first leads to the establishment of a continuous two-phase region connecting the miscibility gaps on the front and right hand faces of the prism. The temperatures along the associated critical curves are monotonic functions of composition, except for the basal section (Fig. 10a, top panel) in which the critical curve has a minimum near the magnetite-chromite binary. In each of these sections, the continuous two-phase region is established before it is intersected by the critical curves emanating from the left hand side of the prism to form a three-phase triangle. The latter curves have temperature minima in the sections for olivine with intermediate ratios of Fe/Mg (Figs. 10b, 10d). In the remaining interior section (Fo₉₀, Fig. 10c) and the Mg top of the prism (Fig. 10e), the critical curve governing the extension of the miscibility gaps of aluminate-ferrite spinels into the Cr-bearing sys-
tem migrates toward the left side of the prism with decreasing temperature. In the Fo90 section (Fig. 10c), a continuous two-phase region is established between the front and left hand faces of the prism before it is intersected by the critical curves emanating from the right side of the prism, whereas in the Mg ternary (Fig. 10e) a three-phase triangle is developed before the critical curve intersects the left face of the prism. In both cases temperature minima are associated with the critical curves emanating from the right face of the prism.

It is noteworthy that our predicted miscibility gaps are in general accord with constraints from nature. They are, for example, in agreement with the observations of Muir and Naldrett (1973), who report evidence for unmixing of some of the originally homogeneous spinel from the Giant nickel mine, Hope, British Columbia. Their composition data and petrographic observations indicate that the miscibility gaps between aluminate and ferrite spinels extend to less than about 30 mol% (Fe,Mg)Cr2O4 component at the temperature at which unmixing ceased. Our calculated miscibility gaps agree with their inferences, given the temperatures we calculate for Fe-Mg exchange equilibrium between their reported exsolved pairs, 645 ± 24 °C (Fo95–Fo90). Support for our calculated miscibility gaps for (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe3+)2O4-rich spinels is also provided by the composition data for coexisting spinels in the metamorphosed chromite ores of Red Lodge, Montana (Loferski and Lipin, 1983) and in the gabbroic rocks and ores from the Ni-Cu mine of Kuså, Bergslagen, Sweden (Zakrzewski, 1989). Both report composition gaps between coexisting Cr3+- and Fe3+-rich spinels of similar widths and with tie lines of similar slopes to those cal-

---

Fig. 10. (c) Fo90; (d) Fo95.
Fig. 10. (e) Fo<sub>100</sub>.

Calculated for temperatures between 550 and 600 °C (Figs. 10c–10e; Loferski and Lipin, samples HP-14, LC-4, and SR-2; Zakrzewski, analyses 70–71). The chromite ores from Red Lodge experienced peak metamorphic temperatures of about 600 °C, during which the coarse exsolution features in the spinels presumably developed (Loferski and Lipin, 1983). There is the further complication that these coarse exsolution lamellae and their hosts also develop exceedingly fine secondary exsolution lamellae. Although temperatures calculated for Fe-Mg exchange equilibrium for average compositions of coexisting spinels are quite uncertain because of the large relative uncertainties in the MgO contents of the Fe<sup>3+</sup>-rich spinels, they are consistent with metamorphic equilibration at temperatures in the 550–600 °C range and local, Fe(Mg)<sub>_1</sub> exchange potentials corresponding to 0.86 ≤ X<sub>Fe</sub> ≤ 0.935 (calculated for these temperatures from spinels with MgO > 7 wt%). Our model is also consistent with the composition data for chromian spinels in metamorphosed ultramafic rocks, if it is recognized that complex thermal histories and chemical zoning in polycrystalline grains (e.g., Zakrzewski, 1989) are possible complicating factors.

Two studies of Cr-bearing spinels in ultramafic rocks metamorphosed in the greenschist-amphibolite facies may be used to highlight difficulties associated with interpreting such materials. Evans and Frost (1975) determined the compositions of chromian spinel for various prograde metamorphic assemblages in alpine serpentinites. They inferred that ferrichromite solid solutions are stable down to temperatures of about 500 °C because they obtained microprobe analyses with intermediate ratios of Cr<sup>3+</sup>/(Cr<sup>3+</sup> + Fe<sup>3+</sup>) for spinel in rocks of the greenschist facies and lower amphibolite facies. Although most of their composition data plot within the one-phase fields of the appropriate sections of the spinel prism (e.g., Figs. 9c, 10d), the composition data for spinel inferred to have intermediate ratios of Cr<sup>3+</sup>/(Cr<sup>3+</sup> + Fe<sup>3+</sup>) in rocks containing olivine + antigorite do not (their Fig. 7). However, the inference that these compositions represent equilibrium single-phase spinel is problematic because they have distribution coefficients for Fe-Mg exchange between olivine and spinel that are comparable to or lower than those in rocks containing talc + olivine or enstatite + olivine. If they represented equilibrium, they would record temperatures at least 100 °C too high for the assemblage olivine + antigorite (cf. Figs. 6 and 7). Spinel in these rocks are often complexly zoned on an exceedingly fine scale. Individual analyses may not correspond to single crystals or to equilibrium compositions. Finally, their analyses of ferrichromites show a distinct bimodal distribution of ratios of Cr<sup>3+</sup>/(Cr<sup>3+</sup> + Fe<sup>3+</sup>), which is broadly consistent with the predicted miscibility gaps (e.g., their Figs. 1 and 6).

Complex zoning within individual grains is not an uncommon feature of chromian spinels in metamorphosed ultramafic rocks. For example, Hoffman and Walker (1978) report such features in the chrome spinel in the East Dover ultramafic bodies from south-central Vermont. In these bodies chrome spinel has ubiquitous ferrichromite-ferrite overgrowths, the widths and characters of which are related to the degree of serpentinization. With increasing degree of serpentinization, olivine becomes progressively more magnesian (Fo<sub>0.3–0.6</sub>), the spinel overgrowths become wider, and the ratios of Mg/(Mg + Fe) and Al/(Al + Cr) of the spinel cores increase. In the least serpentinized bodies, the spinel overgrowths consist of a thin rim of ferrichromite only. In the more serpentinized bodies, they are comprised of an inner zone of ferrichromite and an outer zone of magnetite. Based on these features, Hoffman and Walker (1978) postulate that the three spinels in these grains, an aluminous chromite [Cr/(Cr + Al) ≈ 0.58], a ferrichromite [Cr/(Cr + Fe<sup>3+</sup>) ≈ 0.42], and a magnetite, were produced simultaneously as a result of serpentinization at temperatures...
appropriate to the upper greenschist-epidote amphibolite facies. We note that our predicted phase relations (Figs. 9c, 10e) are inconsistent with three such spinels being in equilibrium under these conditions. By analysis of the Fe-Mg partitioning relations between these spinels and olivine, it may readily be shown that they were not. Although our Fe-Mg olivine-spinel exchange geothermometer (Eq. 21) yields similar temperatures for the cores and rims of spinel in the least altered ultramafic and in serpentinites of intermediate textural type (types 1 and 2, Table 1, Hoffman and Walker, 1978), it yields temperatures that decrease progressively from the cores to the rims for spinel in the most serpentinized ultramafics (type 3). The temperatures deduced for spinel in these first two types (>585 °C) are consistent with the absence of the appropriate miscibility gaps. However, only the first two of the calculated rim-core temperatures for the most serpentinized ultramafic (472, 483, and 412 °C for magnetite, ferrichromite, and chromian spinel, respectively) could correspond to the temperature of the serpentinization reaction; the other clearly indicates the absence of equilibrium among these three coexisting spinels.

**Comments on model extension**

Although our model provides a good approximation for activity-composition relations in multicomponent spinels and reproduces Fe-Mg partitioning between olivine and spinels with compositions of petrological interest over a wide range of temperatures, it has a few shortcomings that need to be addressed in future refinements. The most serious of these derives from our lack of consideration of the contribution of short-range cation ordering to the configurational entropy of the titanate spinels (e.g., Banerjee et al., 1967; Wechsler and Navrotsky, 1984; Sack and Ghiorso, 1991). This oversight may result in errors in some of the parameter values established from analysis of activity-composition constraints and miscibility-gap features in constituent Ti-bearing subsystems (e.g., FeO–Fe2TiO3, FeAl2O4–FeTiO3, and MgAl2O4–Mg2TiO4). The most serious consequence for spinels of petrological relevance is that we have probably slightly overestimated the entropy of the Fe2+–Fe3+ ordering reaction in FeO (ΔHf° ≈ 26.2 kJ/gfw) result in displacements of calculated miscibility gaps in spinel rich in FeCr2O4–Fe3O4 in the spinel prism (Figs. 8–10), toward slightly more symmetric compositions than those inferred from metamorphic assemblages (Loferski and Lipin, 1983; Zakrzewski, 1989). Such errors would contribute to uncertainties in the slopes of tie lines in two-phase regions and to uncertain temperatures of miscibility gaps. The latter cannot be inferred to be known to better than 20 °C given the uncertainties introduced by extrapolation of our model in temperature and our neglect of both defect equilibria and magnetic phenomena in formulating thermodynamic mixing properties (cf. Ghiorso, 1990b; Sack and Ghiorso, 1991; Ghiorso and Sack, 1991). [Magnetic interactions probably give rise to a miscibility gap in the Fe3TiO4–Fe2O3 binary at temperatures below the Curie point of magnetite (~573 °C). The effect has been demonstrated quantitatively in the analogous rhombohedral oxide system FeTiO3–Fe3O4 (Burton and Davidson, 1988).] Uncertainties in the cation ordering states of 2–3 spinel end-members (MgFe2O4 and MgAl2O4) would be much more prohibitive to the development of a thermodynamic model for multicomponent spinels, as they display greater temperature dependence of their degree of cation order. For example, we have discovered that our model is sufficiently sensitive to the assumed ordering state of MgAl2O4 that a greater temperature dependence than that permitted by the tight constraints of Millard et al. (in preparation) and Peterson et al. (in preparation) would be problematic. If we were to employ the erroneous temperature-ordering relations of Wood et al. (1986) for MgAl2O4, we could not, in detail, satisfy constraints on Fe-Mg partitioning (e.g., Figs. 5–7) without violating our assumption that the entropy of the
Fe-Mg exchange between olivine and aluminite spinels is negligible. A nonnegligible entropy would need to be invoked as a proxy for the incorrect description of the ordering state. Without creating such an entropy, optimizing agreement with high-temperature constraints on Fe-Mg partitioning in assemblages of olivine + aluminite-chromite spinel with the ordering description of Wood et al. (1986) would result in temperatures calculated from Equation 21 that are at least 50 °C too low to be consistent with the thermal decomposition of chlorite in the serpentinites considered by Evans and Frost (1975) (Fig. 7).

Last, it is unlikely that any uncertainty in the thermodynamic mixing properties of Fe-Mg olivine is a substantial contributing factor to errors in our model for the thermodynamic mixing properties of multicomponent spinels. We have developed arguments to the effect that the nonideality associated with mixing of Fe and Mg in (Mg,Fe)SiO₃ olivine must be at least about 5 kJ/gfw at intermediate ratios of Fe/(Fe + Mg) (e.g., Sack and Ghiorso, 1989, 1991). This study provides indirect confirmation of this inference. Our geothermometer based on the exchange of Mg and Fe between olivine and spinel (Eq. 21) successfully predicts temperatures for coexisting olivine and spinels that encompass the range of compositions encountered in nature and in the laboratory. It is more than coincidental that this feat has been accomplished for the physically plausible approximations that (1) the differences in vibrational entropies between the fully inverse Fe and Mg end-members are identical for the aluminite, ferrite, chromite, and titanate spinels (on a per atom Fe-Mg exchange basis) and (2) the vibrational entropies of all reciprocal, reciprocal-ordering, and exchange reactions are negligible.

**Summary**

We have developed a model for the thermodynamic properties of chromian spinels that is consistent with miscibility-gap features, standard-state properties, activity-composition relations, site-occupancy constraints, and Fe-Mg and Al-Cr partitioning relations between spinels and olivine, and spinels and corundum-esaokaolite and NaAlSi₃O₈-NaCrSi₂O₆ solid solutions. This model is internally consistent with the thermodynamic data of Berman (1988) and the solution theory for olivine, orthopyroxenes, and rhombohedral oxides developed earlier (Sack and Ghiorso, 1989; Ghiorso, 1990a). We emphasize that this is the only context in which the model should be used. To facilitate application of our model to petrological problems, we have developed software to calculate equilibration temperatures for the Fe-Mg exchange between olivine + spinel assemblages (Eq. 21) and to compute activities of end-member components in spinels at specified temperatures and low pressures. The geothermometer and activity programs are available and may be obtained by anonymous FTP from internet node node.geology.washington.edu.
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